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Arundhati Roy in her much awaited second novel, The Ministry of Utmost Happiness, 
gives a detailed description of the contemporary socio-political scenario of the Indian 
society focusing on the Kashmiri struggles and the other political terrors 
euphemistically called as globalization, capitalism, industrialization, westernization 
etc., which has dehumanized men in the mad run into robots and suicidal bombs. The 
importance of the novel is its universal quotient of the anxiety towards the growing 
apathy due to modernization and globalization. The article examines the text in detail 
to find the political agenda behind the novel thus separates the book into two half; 
dystopian and utopian to cull out the maneuver of empathy suggested by Roy. The 
first chapter introduces the author followed by a section which discusses how Roy 
creates the dystopian Indian society through her narrative and uses the Foucauldian 
theories to analyses the corrupted governmental setup in the democratic India which 
demands a political maneuver for its restoration of peace. The later section decodes 
the maneuver of empathy from the text to check its validity and necessity, and its 
contradiction with the maneuver of death. The last section sums up the above 
mentioned chapter and discusses how far stretching and practical this utopian dream 
of empathy by Roy can be in mending the faults of the present Indian government. 

KEYWORDS:  Foucauldian theory, Heterotopia, Necropolis, Empathy, Space-Power-
Knowledge, Apathy, Double marginalization, Death. 

Introduction  

Suzanna Arundhati Roy is one of the best-known representatives of the contemporary 
generation of Indian writers who write in English. Roy’s maiden novel,The God of 
Small Things,won international acclaim and secured the prestigious Booker Prize in 
1997 for the best novel by a Commonwealth author thus making her the first Indian 
resident woman to claim the prize.Right from her first novel she has been a champion 
of the marginalized or the ‘small’, thus herself becoming a mini ‘God of small things’. 
She is also a political activist fighting against social injustice for human rights and 
equality. After a break of about ten years in which she collected all the raw materials 
for her second novel from raw experiences, she came up with her second novel The 
Ministry of Utmost Happiness in 2017. The work more than an orderly structured 
novel is rather a shattered narrative of the corruptions that are existing in the 
contemporary society which is making humans into suicidal bombs and robots. It is 
this aspect that gives the novel a universal outlook despite the Indian setting and 
context. The novel is basically divided into two main threads, one being that of 
Anjum, born as Aftab and later becomes a trans-woman through surgery. Anjum’s 
story later gives way to the story of Tilo an architect and rebel to take the readers 
from Delhi to Kashmir, through her friendship with her college friends Naga, Biplab 
and Musa. Though the two stories never convincingly come together, in telling their 
individual and collective stories, Roy takes on the ambitious project of unmasking the 
social and political fault lines of the Indian subcontinent through these narratives. The 
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story of Anjum deviates to give way for the story of Tilo when they both reach the 
Jannat Mantar and eventually the two loose strings are tied with the entry of Miss 
Udaya Jebeen. 

The article sees the book in two spheres; the dystopian and the utopian. The whole 
book can be seen as a litany of the socio-political corruptions in India and, of inter 
and intra turbulence of caste and religion within the Indian subcontinent. But there is 
also as an undercurrent of hope for a brighter future in the narrative, which is created 
by the most unusual set of people in the most unusual setting and circumstances. Thus 
the study analyses the text in detail to extract the suggestive political maneuver that 
Roy is giving the readers through the novel for creating a better India. Most of the 
critics point out that there is not much of a story or character development in this 
novel, which follows a shattered non-linear narrative. Thus, this novel can be seen as 
a documentation of the reports that Roy herself has got hold on during her life as an 
activist,and more than that as a writer her role is of an eye opener and in doing so her 
association with non-fiction writing would have perhaps lead to this prosaic narrative 
pattern. The novel creates the images of an ever growing dystopian India through the 
experiences of the characters, their findings, new reports, pamphlets, letters etc. By 
introducing characters from different spheres of the society, both socially and 
economically, she depicts the way that the government and the society operate their 
control over collective consciousness of the masses. All this setting is well laid by the 
writer to sow her political maneuvers and sees which one is capable of making the 
land fertile by eradicating the weeds and pesticides of corruption that chokes the 
Indian soil. 

This article takes up the task to cull out the various political maneuvers that the novel 
provides and the author’s response to each in saving the world and in the creating   
“utmost happiness”, which is in ita utopian dream. The second section titled “The 
Elegy for the Blue Dyed World: The Predicament of the Social Rejects and the 
Political Refugees” discusses how Roy creates the dystopian Indian society through 
her narrative and uses the Foucauldian theories to analyze the corrupted governmental 
setup in the democratic India.  The section compares the concept of Duniya or the 
outer-world with Khwabgah and the necropolis or the Jannat Guest House, to show 
the need for a new and more humanistic political maneuver, and studies the adverse 
apocalyptical situation to arise, by linking the present Indian scenario with The End of 
Imagination. The various ways in which the socio-political rejects fight back and 
survive reveals various ways of survival and reformation which is discussed in the 
later section, and decodes the best political maneuver that Roy suggests for rebuilding 
“the ministry of utmost happiness” in India. In this chapter further develops the 
strategy in which the utopian maneuver of empathy is brought out through the novel, 
its validity and necessity, and its contradiction with the maneuver of death as the 
ultimate solution. The last section sums up the above mentioned chapter and discusses 
how far stretching and practical this utopian dream of empathy by Roy can be in 
mending the faults of the present Indian government and thus leaves hints for any 
further future research scopes on the area. 

The Elegy for the Blue Dyed World: The Predicament of the Social Rejects and 
the Political Refugees 

The novel can be discreetly divided into two spheres; the evident dystopian 
atmosphere created by the fabrication of the social rejects and the political refugees 
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like Anjum; the transgender, Saddam; the victim of caste and labour, Musa; the man 
who got himself involved in the Kashmiri struggle, the victims of the mad race of the 
media for scoop, capitalism, industrialization, modernity, globalization etc. The utopia 
is created modeling on a heterotopia or necropolis where peace is brought through 
empathy emitted by the so-called less fortunate people discarded by the society who 
gather in the graveyard to fortunately find happiness. The novel itself can be looked 
upon as a litany of the injustice and corruptive malpractices that are prevalent in the 
contemporary Indian society. This section analysis the narration of these issues in 
depicting the depth of the situation at hand and the apocalyptical ending it may give 
rise to if not redeemed, which also established the need for a renewing political 
maneuver which is more humanistic in outlook, as the concept of empathy suggested 
by Roy through the novel. In order to look into the issues more clearly, the study 
utilizes the Foucauldian principles as references. 

First, the notion of gender politics is considered in the study by starting with Anjum, 
the trans-woman. On analyzing the character, which is one of the developed 
characters since a sort of bildungsroman is developed for her in the novel; one could 
see that she did not face much traumatic situations in her home since her parents were 
supportive of her and saw her (his) female inclinations as a disease which could be 
gradually cured. This could be seen in relation to the Foucauldian notion of madness 
were madness in the earlier history was seen as a label associated with people who 
were considered as ‘different’ which later in the years was institutionalized in the 
form of psychiatric centers were the patients were treated rather badly and tried to 
eliminate their ‘otherness’ to bind them into the so-called normalized customs. 
Similarly in the case of Anjum, she was forced by her parents especially her father to 
fall into the normalized custom by becoming a complete boy rather than becoming a 
man trapped in the body of a women. For this change to happen her father trains her 
with music\poetry and tells her the heroic stories of warriors. The role of the doctors 
in this power maintenance and their pull towards materialization in contrast with their 
true vocation is indispensible in the novel, and will be dealt in detail later in the study. 
Keeping aside pull of these domestic knots, the real trauma hits Anjum’s life once she 
hit the socio-political sphere by moving into “Khwabgah– the House of Dreams” (19). 
There the injustices done to the marginalized mass like the transgender for instance by 
the institutions, which in their real sense ought to benefit and safeguard them, like the 
media, police, doctors etc. in the name of caste, religion, politics, material greed and 
ultimately collective consciousness is brought out clearly. The main climax in 
Anjum’s story is her experience in the Gujarat riot where the notion of islamophobia 
is made evident. She escaped the situation just because she was a trans-person and the 
Hindus feared “Bad Luck” (62) would fall on them. Anjum “knew very well that she 
knew very well that she knew very well” (63), the religious politics in the secular 
India where the Hindus being the majority decide that “Only place for a Mussalman! 
The Graveyard or Pakistan” (62) and did these murders with the slogan “Victory to 
Mother India! Salute the Mother!” (63). This event had the power to ‘normalize’ 
Anjum to suit the contemporary situations that she started wearing men’s clothes and 
even forced Zainab to wear them since she knew the dangers that waited the women 
of the society. 

It is to be noted that in most of the places the injustice done to the female gender is 
less explicit, trivialized or silenced as in the sentence “Women of course – Of course 
women.” (321). Even the politicians and the army men victimize the women than 
protecting them, for instance the sentence, “They are saying if you want your son 
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back, then send us your daughter. They say she’s an OGW- an underground worker . . 
. . Maybe she does, maybe she doesn’t. Either way she is a goner” (283), shows the 
true colours of the military. In this way Roy has been effective in pointing out the 
situation at hand, where feminism is gaining power and everyone is taking about the 
endless list if injustices done to women and, also side-by-side the rate of these 
atrocities increases, as in the line “Someone else said she was a rape victim (which 
had a word in every language)” (117). Tilo’s experience of being stalked when she 
was living alone “including Mr. S.P.P. Rajendran, a retired police officer who held an 
administrative post in the architectural firm she worked for” (362) shows the extent of 
insecurity experienced by women in the society. The death of Musa’s wife and 
daughter, the repeated political and social injustice that Miss Udaya Jebeen’s mother 
and grandmother faced are all evidences in the novel to prove the same.Thus Roy 
mocks the system as: 

      Nothing in the city belonged to the women. Not a tiny plot of land, not a hovel in 
a slum,  

      Not a tin sheet over their heads. Not even the sewage system. But now they had 
made a  

direct, unorthodox deposit, an express delivery straight into the system. Maybe it 
marked  

the beginning of a foothold in the city. (301). 

Restrictions are another way of curtailing the females, evident through the lines 
“Women are not allowed near the grave. We can visit it afterwards, once everyone has 
left.” “Women are not allowed. Women are not allowed. Women are not allowed.” 
(387).  

An instance of patriarchy is depicted through the character of Loveleen, Amrik 
Singh’s wife who had to marry him due to her parent’s economic conditions and the 
reason that Amrik passed the socials norms which were constructed to evaluate a 
bachelor. But this ends her up in a trap where she has to adjust with her husband 
having extra-marital affairs with his colleague ACP pinky and his domestic 
violencewhich “neighbors whispered about domestic violence and her muffled 
screams for help. Nobody dared to intervene.” (338). Even Pinky is a victim in the 
sense that she after all her superiority loses all her self-respect being reduced to the 
status of a whore. Another instance is of the descriptions of the sufferings of 
Revathy’s mother, she says that her husband “moved around the house at night like a 
snake. She would follow him, he would torture and cut her and send her back. Again 
he would call her and again she would go.” (419), these instances happen due to the 
internalized notions of ‘pathivirta’ and similar concepts which conditions women as 
the all sacrificing and all enduring. But this patriarchy is contrasted with the married 
life of Naga where he is the victimized since Tilo leaves him. Men are also equally 
traumatized and the novel gives a scope for the application of masculinity theories to 
study these character’s’ psyche as in Naga’s case where he is considered as a celebrity 
but he was too stoic about the fakeness associated with it that when people came to 
him for autograph he knew that “Many of them weren’t even sure who he was, or 
what exactly he did or why he looked familiar.”, but “he was too bored to even bother 
to refuse” (237)the autographs. Also notions like “How to establish a man’s 
virginity?” (276) is propped up in the novel through the inclusion of the entry “THE 
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VIRGIN” (276). In the current society, being a boy is safer than being a girl but in the 
novel the worse conditions that the male undergo in the name of religion is also 
highlighted when “Anjum thanked Almighty that Zainab was a girl. It was so much 
safer.” (42). Thus a contrasting image of masculine and feminine perspectives can be 
seen in the novel. 

Discrimination on the basis of colour is seen in the novel, often victimizing women 
characters and in establishing racism. For instance, advertisements in which, “pretty 
girl oiled her elbows and shins and seemed extremely pleased with the results. Next 
up was an advertisement by the Jammu & Kashmir Tourism Department . . . . The 
voice-over said, ‘Jammu & Kashmir. So White.So Fair.So Exciting.” (90). Again the 
collective consciousness of the people towards colour, poor and women is seen in the 
lines: 

       The Mothers of the Disappeared did not know what to do with a baby that had 
Appeared. 

        Especially not a black one 

Kruhunkaal 

Especially not a black girl 

Kruhunkaalhish 

        Especially not one that was swaddled in litter 

Shikasladh(117) 

Tilo is marginalized in the society and in her marital home for in basis of her colour 
since “Her complexion was what the French might call café au lait (with very little 
lait), which, as far as most Indian were concerned, disqualified her straightaway from 
being considered good-looking.” (153) and she is called by Naga’s niece as a “nigger” 
which shows how deep rooted this collective consciousness of colour is for a young 
child to comment in this fashion. The girl says ‘Nani, she looks like a servants’ 
(185)which shows how the power of knowledge has worked to conceptualize some 
things as bad and some as good irrespective of their logic, labeling them as normal or 
stereotypes. “Kashmir is one of the fewplaces in the world where a fair-skinned 
people had been ruled by a darker-skinned one. That inversion imbued appalling slurs 
with a kind of righteousness” (318), this line shows how the concept of racism has 
been normalized to gain popularity, as a collective consciousness. Another thing to be 
noted is that colour bias is not confined to the elite class alone. In the novel Revathy 
notes that her mother “seeing my colour Mother was unconscious for two days” (419) 
because her father’s family “had that caste and colour feeling” (419),due to which 
“They said I was not theirs but a Mala or Madiya girl, not a BC but an SC Schedule 
Caste girl” (419). Roy gives her perspective to break away the shackles of this colour 
difference through the character of Revathy who says that, “I am called Comrade 
Maase. It means Black Girl. I like this name.” (421).  

Power-knowledge is a concept by Foucault which studies the understanding of power 
in terms of knowledge. According to the Wikipedia definition of this concept, power 
is based on knowledge and makes use of knowledge; on the other hand, power 
reproduces knowledge by shaping it in accordance with its anonymous intensions. 
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Thus the government twists the knowledge or uses knowledge to exercise their power 
by normalizing their policies and building a collective consciousness that supports 
their growth. An instance of power-knowledge is depicted in the George Orwell’s 
dystopian novel 1984 where the histories are re-written or destroyed to suit their 
political ideologies. These changes are brought about since the government or power 
use these histories as the educational pedagogies to create a collective conscious 
which may not be the truth, to maintain their political existence. “A few audacious 
scholars had begun to suggest that the Ramlila was really history turned into 
mythology, and the evil demon were really dark-skinned Dravidians- indigenous 
rulers- and the Hindu gods who vanquished them (and turned them into Untouchables 
and other oppressed castes who would spend their lives in the service of the new 
rulers) were the Aryan invaders.” (86), such a new version of history helped the 
power to maintain the caste system, which in turn gave them power by maintaining 
hierarchy. This collective consciousness is so deep rooted in the DNA that it even 
leads to intra- caste struggles, because of the notion that everything gains respect 
through subordination. When religions began to co-exist in the secular India then 
these powers could exist only by the concept of “the evil demons had come to mean 
not just indigenous people, but everybody who was not Hindu.” (87). Thus more than 
disciplining the people with fear, the more easier technique to gain power is by 
gaining power over institutions that produce knowledge which in long term creates 
the collective consciousness. Thus by giving way to this ‘normalizing power’ over the 
‘repressive power’ the government would be able to make the people do what the 
power wants them to do since they are conditioned to believe that the knowledge 
disseminated and re-created by the power is the reality or truth. For attaining this goal 
“They swooped into university campuses and court rooms, disrupted concerts, 
vandalized cinema halls and burned books. A parakeet committee of pedagogy was 
set up to formalize the process of turning history into mythology and mythology into 
history.” (401). Thus these powers re-created knowledge to serve their purpose which 
in turn affected the perception of the masses and in a long run becomes the conduct 
and the collective consciousness, thus forming the cycle to normalize principles. This 
strategy is the root cause for all breakouts in the name of religion, caste (inter and 
intra), creed, colour etc. 

A major conflict in the novel is the war for freedom of the Kashmiris. The major 
underlying current for this islamophobia and religious differences is the result of an 
age old conditioning of the mind to form a collective consciousness. Carl Schmitt in 
his political theory states that the basis of politics is the demarcation of ‘friend’ and 
‘enemy’. In the case of religion this binary is made used to make the mass see a 
person from any other religion except theirs as an enemy, through the normalizing 
power. Power relations are always maintained only on hierarchies and thus these 
power-knowledge relations are extended to the caste system in case of India. The 
caste system is maintained and intra-caste as well as inter-caste conflicts arises 
because each group sees the other as their enemy and maintains it due to their sense of 
establishing superiority by subordinating the other. How the parakeets being 
vegetarians pounce on the Muslims and hide or claim their act to be righteousness by 
attributing it to patriotism is an instance of the hypocrisy of religion apart from its 
superstitious beliefs. These pedagogies of normalizing power prevent the functioning 
of secularism and the people from other religions struggle to survive, as Saddam takes 
a Hindu name while working as a security guard “because every idiot knew that in the 
prevailing climate a security guard with a Muslim name would have been considered 
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a contradiction in terms.” (75). The coinage of new euphemistic terms to mention 
these binaries, as a part of modernism, is just another technique of normalizing power 
since it only re-enforces the fact that these binaries and conflicts can never be 
removed but only conditioned to the future generations in varied names, as an act of 
pacification. The more the emergence of accepted terms comes into being, the more 
caste comes into confirmed acceptance in the consciousness of the mass. Thus Anjum 
did not believe in these euphemisms since she didn’t believe in the binaries, “Anjum 
used the word Charmarand not Dalit, the more modern and accepted term for those 
Hindus considered to be untouchables. . . She didn’t see the problem with either 
Hijaras or Charmars.” (85).  

The Gandhian principles are attacked in the novel. In the matter of fact Roy has hinted 
in the interview for New York Times that she is on a venture, more dangerous than 
her present endeavors, where she is going to attack the stance of Gandhi on caste by 
writing an introduction to the new edition of B.R Ambedkar’s “The Annihilation of 
Caste” (1936) because Gandhi wanted to abolish untouchablility but was silent on the 
part of caste, because he felt that caste was necessary in the society for the purpose of 
division of labour but ensured that each work should be respected. Thus he proposed a 
kind of unity at the face of diversity where all castes were mutually inter-dependent. 
But this happy symbiotic atmosphere wasn’t the outcome of caste based division of 
labour. By their conditioning the upper caste internalized some acts as impure and 
ugly thus used the lower caste to get those done for them. Ironically the reason why 
the Untouchables are labeled so is because of their association with the impure 
matters and their lifestyle based on their labour. The power-knowledge system also 
turned its back on these people because the power of knowledge was at the hands of 
elite. Thus knowledge became a means of their suppression and redemption. Because 
caste was etched upon one by birth and linked them to their ancestral labour, the 
social mobility of these people was impossible without struggle.  

Saddam’s story in the novel is an epitome of such injustices done without been 
questioned since ages. From the account of Saddam we get to know that even in 
institutions like hospitals, the upper caste doctors does not perform post-mortems on 
dead bodies since that is taboo but, the Untouchables like the cleaners and sweepers 
are made to do this work because they are people who handle the cadavers. This 
shows that these people have the skill but it is their caste and economic status that 
deprived them of their social mobility. Even if they carry on the labour that is 
assigned to them by their caste they are persecuted, like in the case of Saddam’s father 
who gets killed for removing the carcass of the cow to prevent land from pollution, 
but is stoned to death being accused of the killing the cow. 

Another instance associated with the problem of division of labour on the basis of 
caste is shown in the novel through the story of the army officer S. Murugesan who 
died in Kashmir and a statue was erected in his hometown in memory of his valor. 
But this statue was destroyed part by part and finally beheaded by the villagers 
because he was from the Untouchables and their conditioned consciousness didn’t 
accept an untouchable as a hero even after the ultimate sacrifice he has done for the 
country. This story verifies two things; firstly that since labour is associated with 
caste, though a person may opt another prestigious profession, still his/her caste 
remains attached permanently to him/her by birth; secondly it proves the hypocrisy of 
the people who fight on the basis of religion and name it as patriotism. 
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The binaries of enmity and friendship has gone out of the boundaries to claim that the 
Muslims are all terrorist and that they doesn’t deserve human rights, which is backed 
up by the carnivorous Media. People are conditioned to the extent that they believe 
that saying out the name of an untouchable would pollute them. Another major 
predicament is that of the children who are born out of parents belonging to two 
different castes or orphans. A person without a caste is not free of all this war but is 
the center point of everyone’s aim. In the novel though Naga was interested in Tilo 
from the beginning he was afraid of the disapproval of his Brahmin parents since Tilo 
was the illegitimate daughter of her Syrian mother and Untouchable father, or an 
adopted orphan  as she was labeled. The conditioning of the mind has gone to the 
extent that religious faith is equated with patriotism which gives the group an amble 
cause to eliminate their enemies. The interesting feature of casteism is that when they 
kill, wage war and lose their young ones for this conditioned cause they uphold them 
as trophies and continue with the normalizing power through generations. The 
conditioning is to the extent that even a majority of lower-caste people see them as 
inferior and permits the upper class to have an upper hand over them. 

Another interest feature of the Indian caste system is the intra-caste struggles. The 
political agenda has been affective to the root of the social collective consciousness 
that even within the Untouchables they fight as enemies by creating this binary based 
on the hierarchy fixed by caste. For instance in the novel its said that the Kashmiri 
militants who are equally perused by the military, if they manage to escape ends up 
killing each other in the name of sub-caste conflicts. Thus their caste consciousness 
remains strong even at the peak of their extinction.   

This creation of the collective consciousness can be linked to the concept of 
‘governmentality’ as proposed by Foucault. In the crude sense governmentality refers 
to the art of governance i.e. the techniques that the government utilizes to create 
citizens who favour their political policies. There can be mainly three kinds of 
governmentality namely, sovereignty, discipline and governance. The first one is the 
case with monarchy and ultimate authority; the second is discipline or acceptance of 
the political rules through punishment and fear; the last one being the most effective 
in which institutions like school, universities, police, law courts, hospitals etc. are 
made use to exercise normalizing power on the citizens, thus conditioning them to 
think of the governmental policies as reality and correct irrespective of their true 
nature, thus the citizens think that they govern themselves when the actual strings are 
at the hands of the government.. This normalizing power has advantages over the 
visible repressive power used by the disciplinary government, which by violence and 
force prevents the citizens from doing something, because in normalizing power the 
repression is indirect and thus it restricts any form of resistance towards the 
government. In the novel the army politics in exercising this normalized power is 
highlighted which is made clear by their “in-house poetry” (221): 

      We follow our own rules 

      Ferocious we are 

      Lethal in any form 

     We play with storms 

     U guessed it right 
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We are   

Men in uniform (221). 

Throughout the novel there is a reversal of the stereotypical heroic notion of the 
soldiers. They are depicted as men like Amrik Singh who killed people for fun and 
those who looted people of their wealth and daughters in Kashmir by their sovereign 
powers, yet the army politics are in such a way that they fabricate their actions and 
execute their punishments secretly that they cunningly remain as heroes in the eyes of 
the mass. When Tilo falls into the hands of the army, they cunningly doesn’t do 
bodily harm to her because they knew that she has connections with high officials but 
cut off her hair; further to  compensate this deed of ACP Pinky, Naga is given a deal 
of having an interview with a captured militant from a relatively new organization. 
Thus the working of their politics is like businesses deals which favoured their 
personal and political interest than the welfare of the people. They torture people 
secretly and make them say what they want them to say to continue their politics. In 
the novel the militant Ajaz confesses that most of the killing that takes place is done 
by the army in the name of the militants because they do not want to leave Kashmir 
because of their material benefits they obtain from looting people. Thus according to 
the novel, the only enemy in the way to freedom of the Kashmiris is the strategic, 
military, management plan. The army burn down the houses and loot them off all their 
money, saying that they were behind the militants, who are mostly fictional in reality. 
When they are in short of any turbulence or breakouts they create one on their own by 
fabrication, thus, maintaining their stereotypic notion of being the heroes. They 
announce that they have found militants and through encounter killed them for which 
they receive perks, and capture and kill innocent people to fake the bodies of the 
militants. In this drama they include the public as witness, through fabricated plan, 
and hence keep their hands clean. In the novel, the story ‘APRIL FOOL’S DAY’ 
depicts the story of how the children who had been taken off on a picnic by the army 
get drowned and when the parents protest, they are shot dead. Thus the basic policy of 
the army was to sustain their existence through the creation of an enemy, by 
victimizing the innocent and to keep their image clear through fabrication of 
strategies. The army was responsible for the creation of widows and orphans, but is in 
turn framed as the saviour of the masses, by initiating the “Good Will” orphanages 
and sewing centers. When the mothers of the disappeared children goes on with their 
protest and queries, the same institution that should have given them support are the 
ones that are torturing and killing them, instead of the militants. People fear their 
repressive power and do not react and those who resist do have any proof of their 
corruption. 

Foulcaudianheterotopias exist in the novel, where the institutions deviate from their 
real vocation. For example, the doctors are meant for the welfare of the people, but 
they become materialized to con the society, as the character of Dr. Mukhtar who 
promises Anjum a vagina which later turns out to be a scam. Then there are the police 
officers and the vampire politicians who work only for the elite twisting the laws 
accordingly. Since these two institutions didn’t support the downtrodden, when the 
whores die their eyes were removed to be sold to other patients, and they were in turn 
told that the rats ate the eyes in the mortuary, and they could not go to the police since 
the power supported the hospital. 
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The space for punishments and interrogation in the novel operate as heterotopias and 
panopticons. For instance, Revathy was raped in a government school since all 
schools inside the forest have been turned into police camps. Thus the real function of 
the school i.e. to disseminate knowledge ceases in the case, to give rise to a 
heterotopia where no teachers or students come but sexual assault occurs in such 
spaces. Another major concurrent heterotopia is the cinema hall that has been turned 
into the interrogation center, in the real sense the torture center. A place for 
entertainment is converted to still a place for entertainment of the military where 
innocent people are tortured to death. The rooms in the interrogation center had no 
windows and only one door; and “the once projectionist’s viewing portal, now a 
spyhole- to keep an eye on whatever was happening in the main hall” (334), thus 
creating a panopticon and the snack bar now listed the entries of the torturers and the 
tortured. Even hotels on the boulevard were turned into concentration camps with the 
dining rooms serving as soldiers’ dormitories, the reception in the daytime as lockups 
and the guest-rooms as interrogation centers. 

Media which should have been a voice to the voiceless is depicted in the novel as a 
materialistic and corrupt entity, turning merely into opportunists. They take up topics 
only for their sensation and not for the real sense of welfare. When Anjum is 
conferred by the media they urge her to talk about the ill-treatment she has faced 
rather than the sunny part of her life. The media reporters flogged everywhere in 
search of scoop but what they lack is empathy, since they were from influential 
families who could afford to get such glamorous jobs. The site at Jannat Mantar 
points at the criticism towards Anna Hazare, whose struggle was so media 
popularized that the genuine victims of Kashmir and Bhopal Gas tragedy were 
neglected, which is depicted in a sarcastic way by Roy to show the selective blindness 
of the media. Media which should have been an eye to the public carelessly tamper 
with the facts and death counts, being least sensitive to their vocation.  

All these corruptions can be seen as an extension of globalization and industrialization 
which has introduced the money politics, making men more materialized, and in turn 
create the evident demarcation of the rich-poor binaries. An atrocity of globalization 
and division of labour is shown through the character of Saddam, who lost his vision 
by taking up the job of a security guard for a steel art work. The instance shows the 
plight of thousands who still flock to the city to take up such jobs due to the high 
demands of lifestyle with the simultaneous rise of the rate of unemployment; it also 
shows the commodification of art in the capitalistic society.The tribal people who are 
forced out of their natural habitat for the industrial development end up as the little 
addivasichild slave of Ankitha. The rich have cars and gardens for their dogs, while 
the poor starves for justice. When the rich is imitating the West in their dressing and 
lifestyle, they are becoming blind eyed towards the political setup of the country, 
which is leading to an apocalypse. Thus in Kashmir if the war was between the 
military and the militants in Delhi it was between the rich and the poor. Even the 
Kashmiris who were fighting against the government were in need of cheap loans 
from the same government for their survival, and still others became Kashmiri 
business men with military like Musa’s father.  

Westernization is seen as a boon which is depicted as a helping hand to the 
marginalized in expressing the injustice done to them, which is shown through the 
character of Saeeda in the novel who calls herself as a “transperson” (18) and 
switched herself into western clothing, and with her graduate degree in English talked 
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about the laws and rights in the public forums. The image of the westernized, “New 
India” (18), is of nuclear power and a site for international finance. Even the Supreme 
Court supported this by saying that people who couldn’t afford the lifestyle of the 
cities shouldn’t come there but starve to death in their villages. 

There is also a part of eco-criticism that is introduced as an effect of industrialization. 
Fresh air in the city has become a memory. Agriculture gave way for industrialization 
which has led to the commodification of everything. Rivers were obstructed by dams, 
and their water is sold in bottles, mountains are mined to make missiles, forest 
cleared, and land converted infertile by the industrial waste. Even cities are becoming 
more and more crowded, where the little space that is left without parked cars are 
turning into construction sites. The instance of addivasi tribes being forced to vacate 
their forest for the mining companies, in support of the police and the politicians 
depicts the land mafia politics. The fast growing industrialization and urbanization is 
shown by the fast construction of a mall in the place where Saddam’s father died as a 
martyr for caste, when it was just a small junction road in a street. How human 
entertainments disturb the ecosystem is shown through the death of the birds by 
hitting the kite strings flown during Independence Day. Similarly the cows die of 
eating too many plastic bags in the garbage.  

Thus the ‘Duniya’ is depicted in the novel as a place where none has humanistic 
feeling or emotions, which is shown in the novel through the image of “One kind of 
world flew over another kind of world without troubling to stop and ask the time of 
the day” (409). This influence is far stretching, since even Saddam makes most of his 
life decision based on mobile phone videos justifying it by saying that the world is 
only videos in the contemporary scenario. The materialization has made people so 
desensitized and dehumanized that everything else apart from their own life is 
trivialized. Due to the gory scenes often visualized through media, which they take 
keen to broadcast, people have become immune to violence and bloodshed. Even the 
tourist when they walk past the starving people in the Jannata Mantar sees them as 
animals in a “Democracy Zoo” (132), which shows that this wave of dehumanizing is 
not confined to India. Thus through the construction of the dystopia Roy is giving an 
alarming warning about the apocalyptic situation that is sure to be born out of this in-
human lifestyle and thus highlights the importance of a humanistic political 
maneuver, which may sounds both utopian and contrastive, but is the only way 
besides death to save the mass, which will be discussed in detail in the next section of 
the article. 

The Utopia within the Necropolis: The Political Maneuver of Empathy 

Things can change in a day, says Roy in her The God of Small Things and it is the 
same hope that she gives the readers through her secondnovel; it just depends upon 
the perspective. The book is outwardly a picture of the dystopian system that is ever 
growing in the contemporary society. As she discussed in her essay The End of 
Imagination, such exposure to nuclear powers and war in the name globalization, 
degrading the ecosystem, would end in an apocalypse which would be beyond our 
imagination and unstoppable by any kind of advanced technologies. The main 
underlying current that Roy foreshadows through the novel, in a detailed account of 
the injustices that are done to the citizens, is how dehumanized and desensitized 
humans have become in their mad race for power and wealth.  
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On close analysis of the text, which is outwardly pessimistic, one could see that like 
in her first novel Roy focuses on the ‘small-ness’ even in her second novel, where the 
highlight is given to the minor, small group of marginalized people from the huge 
chunk of population. This is done by her, not only to become a spokesperson of the 
social rejects, but also to highlight that there is not much life-element left with the 
modern mechanized man to write a living novel about, but the salvation or hope lies at 
the hands of these minorities who still have some humanistic qualities left with them.  

Just like in The End of Imagination, the novel is a further more detailed description of 
the degrading materialized society with its corruptions on a wider canvas. Gender 
politics, Kashmiri struggles, urbanization, industrialization, capitalism, globalization, 
army politics, Americanization, westernization, religion, caste, poverty, 
unemployment etc. are well etched to show the grand apocalypse it leads to, while the 
modern man fails to see the danger in his rush to imitate the West, as Roy puts it, the 
American way of life is not sustainable because it doesn’t acknowledge that there is a 
world beyond America. The novel presents various ways to sustain in this system, 
which is given by the ways by which the major marginalized characters respond to 
their situations to come out of it. Minor characters are taken because since they realize 
the injustice operating in the system, and they are also aware of the approaching 
dangers, whereas the other normalized people of the ‘Duniya’ who doesn’t even have 
the time to ask what time it is, doesn’t visualize the situations in its true colours. The 
three major maneuvers that are depicted are of violence, death and empathy and to an 
extent music, as seen in the line “What if I self-destruct too – I could – unless music 
rescues me.” (434).  

The maneuver of empathy is which Roy promotes through the book through the 
inclusion of not only everyone but also everything in the narration of the shattered tale 
of the dystopian India, where secularism gave way to divisionism. The narrative 
starts, even before the chapter division, with the epitaph depicting how consumerism 
and capitalism has affected the flora and fauna, which destructs the whole ecosystem 
on entering the food chain, of which man is also a part. But the focus is given not on 
anyone, but on the vultures who are depicted as “friendly old birds” (n. p.), which 
makes them seem as lesser beast than the greed struck humans. The narration starts 
with the note that not many has noticed the passing of these birds, likewise not many 
notice the destruction that modern life is creating; and also foreshadows that there is 
so much else to look forward to, which would be a destruction beyond our 
imagination. Thus the novel starts on such an apocalyptic note and evolves a theory of 
sustenance at the end.  

Right at the onset Anjum is fixed as the carrier of empathy through the lines, “I’m a 
gathering. Of everybody and nobody, of everything and nothing.” (4), where the 
concept of individualism, and the mad race of competition and greed is eliminated, 
with the notion of tolerance and inclusion. Everything is included,not only animals 
and inanimate things, but also language, in the scenario where language politics play a 
major part. In the novel the inclusion of Urdu is because firstly, it is a dying 
marginalized language and thus shows that not only universal language and official 
language should have a part in the literary canon but also such under privileged ones, 
and secondly,  shows the importance of mother tongue since for Anjum Urdu is “the 
only language she knew, all things, not just living things but all things” (8), which is a 
blow towards the fight in India over the selection of the official national language and 
the trend of Anglicizing mother tongues. Not only the tree, birds and animals were 
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included in the narrative but even inanimate things like the Usha fan in Khwabgah, 
which had the human quality of being coy, similar to the way the forest and the city 
are depicted as tormented. The characters in the story are tolerant towards the 
neglected, unfortunate, stray animals and keep them as pets, unlike the people of the 
Duniya or the urban world, who have cars, clothes and gardens for their expensive 
pets. Zainab  is particularly interested in stray animals, and also Saddam with his pet 
dog Biroo, which he found in the pavement, distorted with transparent tubes from the 
labs dangling out of him; apparently a victim of advancing technologies.Later in the 
story the parenting of Miss Udaya Jebeen by Tilo is compared with the bitch Comrade 
Laali, a red haired mongrel that had birthed on the landing outside her rented 
apartment. Similarly Gulrez’s cock, Sultan’s fate is equated with that of his death. 
There is so much of this inclusion of ‘everything’ in the novel to highlight the notion 
of tolerance and empathy in a scenario, where humans of a so-called secular nation 
kill each other due to intolerance towards religion.  

The foremost response to the situations prevalent in India (keeping aside empathy 
developed right from the onset by Anjum) is the impulsive maneuver of taking 
revenge and adherence to violence to bring justice and peace, as depicted by the 
character of Saddam whose motto is “Be professional, be polite, and have a plan to 
kill everybody you meet.” (91). Before Saddam took his Muslim name, he was an 
Untouchable whose family labour was to remove carcass, which lead to the injustice 
death of his father, who was attacked by a mob, due to the greed of a police, for the 
misunderstood notion of killing the cow, when in reality he was only removing the 
carcass of the cow to prevent pollution. Saddam takes his new avatar to take revenge 
on the police who was responsible for his father’s death, by taking inspiration from 
Saddam Hussain who killed all his enemies and faced death bravely. But later in the 
novel, Saddam decides to leave his vengeance when he falls in love with Zainab, 
justifying himself by saying that the untouchables have risen to power, by protest, and 
that his community would fulfill his revenge, which shows that his cause was 
individualistic and impulsive rather than for a common cause. Furthermore it is a 
universal truth that, one cannot attain solace or justice through hatred and violence, as 
Martin Luther King puts it, hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that. 

The next major maneuver the novel presents is the existentialist way of death, which 
is considered as an ultimate form of resistance, by attaining the ultimate peace. This 
maneuver is propagated by the character of Musa, and is developed almost well as the 
maneuver of empathy, but in the end empathy overpowers, since death is a kind of 
escapism rather than a way of sustenance, thus would only accelerate the apocalypse 
than saving the future generation.It is said in the novel that in Kashmir one can be 
killed for surviving, thus they evolved a tactic out of it, they sacrificed their lives thus 
surprising the military through their resistance. The luckier ones died, because living 
and enduring the injustices and tortures was hard, as the saying goes that, death is 
easier while living is hard. For the ordinary people, the consolidation of their dead 
became, in itself an act of defiance, thus creating the trend of martyrs, as Roy puts in 
the novel, “Death was everywhere. Death was everything. 
Career.Desire.Dream.Poetry.Love.Youth itself. Dying became just another way of 
living.” (314). This trend of martyrs came into being because, in Kashmir the dead are 
revered as fighters and remembered forever, while the living are stamped as cowards 
or the living dead. Through their death they are inducing guilt in the minds of the 
tortures, as the militants has done to Amrik Singh in the novel, since the people who 
resists may be distorted by the tortures, but the guilt haunt their torturers to the end.  
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Roy dismisses this notion of death as redemption in the novel by being hopeful and 
optimistic, unlike her perception in The End of Imagination. Musa says that they will 
ultimately win the war by inducing guilt,thus, in the same way as they self-destruct 
for freedom they “. . . will make India self-destruct” (451). The Kashmiris thus had 
different notions for what winning meant; it meant death by showing resistance than 
living, it meant destruction of India who curtailed their freedom, and tortured them 
than giving freedom for Kashmir. Thus, even this maneuver is based on hatred, and 
doesn’t promise a sustainable situation. Roy’s disagreement to this pessimistic 
solution of death is seen through the line “She walked through the empty room and sat 
at the bay window, looking down at the streets below. She seemed enthralled by what 
she saw, but somehow when I looked out at the same view I didn’t think we were 
seeing the same things.” (188); in these lines the perspective of Tilo and Musa is 
contrasted, where Tilo stands for empathy and Musa for death. Tilo could see into the 
lives of the people, see how fragile they were in this war situation and could 
empathize and tolerate them irrespective of any divisions of religion, colour or 
gender, or enjoy the beauty of nature with all its flora and fauna, whereas for Musa all 
he could see was the living dead, because he lost the capability to see into life or 
nature with his terrorized mind, which saw things only in its binaries, friend or 
enemy.  

The evolution of the theory of empathy as a political maneuver starts with the journey 
of Anjum from the Dhuniya to Khwabgah, and ultimately in the creation of the Jannat 
Guest House. Khwabgah or the House of Dreams is the place in which Anjum found 
her root or belonging, because she could adjust into it without any resistance. This 
was a place in the old city of Delhi with blue dyed door, where Hijras or transgender 
people from various background or religion lived together in unity. But this was not 
the place that was meant for Ajnum to settle down, because her role in the novel is to 
cull out the maneuver of empathy, which meant inclusion of everyone and everything, 
not just the Hijras. Furthermore, Anjum realizes later that the Khwabgah was just as 
complicated, if not more so, than the Duniya, because even they were restricted by 
religion and gender differences. Empathy is in trying to find oneness than differences. 
Khwabgah, as the name suggested, was a gathering of the special people, whose 
dreams weren’t fulfilled in the Duniya, but this gathering had to be expanded for the 
working of the maneuver of empathy. Again after entering the new life in the 
necropolis, she did not take very long to settle into her new life, which suggested that 
she had not been unduly attached to her old one, just like the case of Zainab on 
entering the Khwabgah from the Duniya. 

A foreshadow of this utopian environment where empathy works is the shrine of 
HazaratSarmad, where cripples, lepers, vagrants, hijras, freaks etc., irrespective of 
their caste and gender came to unload their fears and sorrows; based on which Anjum 
consciously builds her Jannat Guest House. The creation of Jannat Guest House in a 
necropolis away from the metropolis was itself a resemblance of the Foucauldian 
heterotopia of cemetery. Graveyards are often seen as a sterile space for the dead, but 
Anjum creates a universe brimming with life in this necropolis, while the whole city 
was turning into living dead by materialization, thus the analogy of the heterotopia.  

When Anjum first entered the graveyard, it was just a normal place for the dead, in a 
more realistic sense a place with smack addicts, homeless people and stray animals, 
rather than djinns and ghosts. Her vocation to help the poor which was mocked by the 
rest of the hijras in the Khwabgah, by asking which poor wanted to be helped by 
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people like them, made her understand that Khwabgah, even though was a gathering 
of people whose dreams weren’t realized in the Duniya, wasn’t able to fulfill her long 
standing desire to help the poor, and she left Khwabgah and ended up in the 
graveyard. Though at first desolation was her protection, later she was successful in 
creating a heterotopia out of the necropolis, by helping the poor, and ultimately 
spreading a cancerous utopia upon the necropolis, with her maneuver of empathy, 
which had the potential to spread and cleanse the whole system, to prevent the drastic 
end that is soon approaching. Redemption of a society with empathy may sound next 
to impossible, and Anjum lead a life like a tree in the beginning of her life in the 
graveyard, where is endured every scorn without any reaction, she was almost 
withered, like any humanistic approaches are burned from the roots by the corrupts, 
but then all of a sudden she started to steady her nerves, and constructed her utopia. 
Jannat means ‘Paradise’, and Anjum’s Guest House was called so, because it was a 
gathering of the fallen people, a democratic space for all irrespective of their caste, 
creed, religion, colour, socio-economic status, gender etc. Such an inclusion is 
possible only through equal tolerance towards everyone, which can be attained 
through empathy. Anjum says to Saddam that “We don’t really exist” (84) because in 
the modern outlook, which is drifting out all humanistic emotions from our blood, one 
can’t imagine the creation of such a utopia, thus modern man resort to become robots 
or suicidal bombs. It is because people lack this empathy, that they cannot separate a 
sacrifice from an ordinary everyday butchery. The parakeets, roared with hatred born 
out of intolerance, that the only place for Muslims is the graveyard or Pakistan, and 
Anjum with her empathy and tolerance was able to create a paradise out of the 
graveyard.  

The maneuver of empathy propagated by a single person Anjum, like the flu affects  
everyone associated with her, and simultaneously the Paradise grew larger in size, 
turning it into a sanctuary of desolated people and injured animals ,with a vegetable 
garden behind, and the tuition classes of Tilo, and the music classes of UstadHameed. 
Towards the near end of the novel, Roy indirectly gives a comparison of the two 
shattered spheres she has narrated – the utopia build on empathy and the dystopia 
build on fascism. The utopia is fertile and ever-growing with life, with “a People’s 
Pool, a People’s Zoo and a People’s School. Whereas the same cannot be told of the 
dystopia, where hell was at the doorstep, where everything was at a glance normal 
through cunning normalizing power of the government, but the real situations were 
welcoming the apocalypse, as seen in detail in the previous chapter. Roy says that the 
ministry of utmost happiness can be establish only when there is a scope for better life 
without sacrificing humanistic qualities, but through tolerance and balance. 

Roy’s hope for the future generation is shown through the character of Miss Udaya 
Jebeen, who links both the narratives, and is given a saviour image right from the 
onset. In the chapter three of the novel, her birth is equated to that of Jesus Christ, and 
the novel end on a positive tone, hinting the hope and redemption of the society 
through the baby. Again, she is called as Miss Jebeen the Second, after Musa’s child, 
Miss Jebeen the First, who died not for her sins, but the sins of the masses, that giving 
Udaya the image of the second coming of Jesus, thus indirectly appealing the readers 
to redeem or face destruction. Like so much depends upon a red wheel barrow as told 
by Carlos Williams, with so little narration, so much depends upon Miss Udaya 
Jebeen, which is made evident in a few words, and the rest is left to the readers. 
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The role of literature in the social instruction is also shown in the novel through the 
character of Biplab, who was also like the readers unaware of the depth of the 
foundation of dystopia in the society, but realizes it through the course of the novel. 
Biplab after going through Tilo’s  “. . . whole, wired archive” (429)  tries to put “. . . 
some logic and order into chaos” (429), this is what Roy wants the reader to do with 
her shattered narrative, to realize the normalizing power working in the system and to 
come out of it. Roy writes in An Ordinary person’s Guide to Empire (2005), that our 
strategy should be not only to confront empire but to lay siege to it, thus to mock it 
our art, our music, our literature, our stubbornness, our joy, our brilliance, our 
sheerness and our ability to tell our own stories. Stories that are different from the 
ones were being brainwashed to believe. (86). 

 Roy says that it is odd how those who dismiss the peace movement as utopian, don’t 
hesitate to proffer the most absurdly dreamy reasons for going to war: to stamp out 
terrorism, install democracy, eliminate fascism and most entertainingly to rid the 
world of evil doers. If people are normalized to believe that war could bring peace and 
freedom, then using empathy to attain democracy is not a utopian dream. “Another 
world is not only possible, she is on her way” (An Ordinary Person’s Guide to 
Empire, 86), the only thing one should possess to be a part of this world is to have the 
real human qualities. 

Summation 

Arundhati Roy boldly and openly criticizes various injustices that the government 
exercisesover the people tactfully under certain euphemistic terms, which could lead 
to a massive destruction of the society. Keeping aside the situations confined to India 
and taking the issue of dehumanization and desensitization, which is a growing trend 
globally, due to mad race behind capitalism, urbanization, industrialization, 
globalization etc. people are becoming like robots, without any human feelings or 
emotions. As Roy puts it: 

“People are so isolated, and so alone, and so suspicious, and so competitive with 
each other, and so sure that they are conned by their neighbor, or by their mother, 
or by their sister, or their grandmother. What’s the use of having fifty percent of 
the world’s wealth or whatever it is you have, if you’re going to live this pathetic, 
terrified life?” (The Checkbook and the Cruise Missile 147). 

Coming back to the scenario of India, the total system has become a dystopia with the 
institutionalization of normalizing power. The intuitions such as the police, law court, 
army, doctor etc. work in an inversed way of the true vocation. There is constant 
creation of heterotopias, where their true functioning gives way to the creation of 
torture centers in the name of interrogation centers. A major chunk of the novel deals 
with the Kashmiri struggles for freedom, which brings out the true colours of the 
military politics. The stereotypical heroic image of soldiers is shattered, since in the 
novel the military is the real enemy who maintains the rioted atmosphere taking the 
place of both the militants and the military to continue the wars through which they 
benefit economically. Army is depicted as cunning looters and molesters who 
fabricate stories of encounters and kill innocent people instead. Another part of the 
dystopia is about the political policy of creating binary notions or enemy and friend to 
spread message of intolerance. The government wisely employs the normalizing 
power with the help of knowledge dissemination to create division among religion 
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and caste, giving rise to inter and intra caste struggles, islamophobia etc., all in the 
name of patriotism. Roy says in her speech entitled Come September that flags are 
bits of coloured cloth that governments use first to shrink-wrap people’s brainsand 
then as ceremonial shrouds to bury the dead. 

Though the portrayal of the dystopian society, more than pin pointing the drawbacks 
of the government, Roy warns the readers about the destructive end these inhuman 
proceedings is leading the world, which is fast approaching. The degradation of 
ecology and the trivialization of war and bloodshed are evidences for it. Thus Roy 
suggests the political maneuver of empathy to redeem the world, instead of creating 
living dead robots and suicidal bombs. This she attains through the creation of a 
utopia within the necropolis by the lead characters Anjum and Tilo. The theme of 
empathy is attained in the narrative through the inclusion of everything rather than 
everyone. Some critics point out that while giving space to everything Roy failed in 
the detailed character development. But nevertheless, the shattered story is successful 
if the readers, like Biplab, are able to put the piece of chaos into order and see the true 
colours of the power systems.  

Like in her first novel, Roy uses a wide variety of narrative techniques in the novel to 
convey her message in the most effective way. Literature is given an instructional 
agenda in the novel more than the entertainment quotient because she uses it as a tool 
to give voice to the voiceless that are deliberately silenced by the parakeets. Even in 
her second novel she does not cut her connection to ‘smallness’ by sticking on with 
the side of the marginalized minorities. Though there is a shift from the rural to urban 
setting in her second novel, the metropolis is created as an urban jungle by the cast of 
the dogs, birds, horses, cows, owls etc. 

Roy says in one of her speeches that sometimes she thinks the world is divided into 
those who have comfortable relationship with power and those who have a naturally 
adversarial relationship with power. But either way the major problem is that these 
giant political strategies by the euphemistic names of globalization, capitalism, 
modernization etc. is making man less human by desensitization, and Roy says that if 
we were to lose the ability to be emotional, angry and outraged, we would be robots 
and she refuse to be one. Thus she urges the readers to resort to the maneuver of 
empathy though it may sound utopian, it is a better way than becoming inhuman or 
escapism through death. From the novel she gives the metaphor of a dung beetle, 
GuihKyom, who is so insignificant and weak in itself but “. . . who is wide wake on 
its duty, lying on his back with his legs in the air to save the world in case the heavens 
fell” (438). And the novel ends on this note by saying that it will turn alright in the 
end. This ending shows the readers that even though her theory may seem utopic or 
impossible, it always has its chance in this world where men believe that war could 
bring peace. According to Roy, either way, change will come. It could be bloody or it 
could be beautiful. It depends on us to choose ultimate death or vengeance or empathy 
or tolerance or even the apocalyptic end. And to this choice Roy would say that 
empathy could be chosen for it may be the single most important quality that must be 
nurtured to give peace a fighting chance. 

The role of study humanities of humanities or literature itself is to nourish humanistic 
qualities in a world that is heading their race towards technology. If not then it would 
lead to a drastic end soon because people who lose compassion would not think twice 
before blowing up the world with this advancing technology and intolerance. The 
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book gives a scope to be compared withHeart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad, where 
the comparsion is made between London, depicted as the greatest town on earth, and 
Africa as place of darkness; as seen in Chinua Achebe’s An Image of Africa: Racism 
in Conrad’s ‘Heart of Darkness’. This book deals with the normalizing power 
exercised by the center which depicts the necropoltics based on socio-political 
division depicting that people who are described as savages have little difference from 
so-called civilized, which is similar to the image of hijars as savages, about whom 
“People of the Duniya spread wicked rumours about kidnapping little boys and 
castrating them” (53), while the people of the Duniya or the men in power are the 
ones who kill innocent people for their politics. Other writers, whose works contains 
examples of similar heteroptopias, as in the novel, are James Joyce, Valdimir 
Nabokov and W.G. Sebald, who shared the circumstance of spending the majority of 
their lives in exile, as the character of Anjum in the novel, which provides a scope for 
comparative study. For example, in Nabokov’s Ada, the heterotopia helps the author 
to create a world that transcends the discontinuities of his transnational biography, but 
also serve to contest the unreal world. Sebald, in his fiction in relation to the 
Holocaust, questions the validity of heterotopia by bringing into doubt the equation of 
space and thought upon which it is established: such a reading critique the 
Foucauldian concept and thus, can be similarly applied in this novel to establish the 
validity of the necropolis as an heterotopia and to question if the maneuver of 
empathy is a myth.  
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